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Abstract The big data concept has elicited studies on how to accurately and efficiently

extract valuable information from a huge dataset. The major problem during

big data mining is data dimensionality, which is due to the large number of

dimensions in such datasets. This major consequence of high data dimension-

ality is that it affects the accuracy of machine learning (ML) classifiers; it also

results in the wasting of time due to the presence of several redundant features

in a dataset. This problem can be possibly solved using a fast feature reduc-

tion method. Hence, this study presents a fast HP-PL that is a new hybrid

parallel feature reduction framework that utilizes spark to facilitate feature re-

duction on shared/distributed-memory clusters. An evaluation of the proposed

HP-PL on the CICIDS2017 dataset showed the algorithm to be significantly

faster than the conventional feature reduction techniques. The proposed tech-

nique required > 1 minute to select 4 dataset features from over 79 features and

3,000,000 samples on a 3-node cluster (a total of 21 cores). For the comparative

algorithm, more than two hours was required to achieve the same feat. In the

proposed system, Hadoop’s distributed file system (HDFS) was used to achieve

distributed storage, while Apache Spark was used as the computing engine.

The model development was based on a parallel model with full consideration

of the high performance and throughput of distributed computing. Conclusively,

the proposed HP-PL method can achieve good accuracy with less memory and

time compared to the conventional methods of feature reduction. This tool can

be publicly accessed at https://github.com/ahmed/Fast-HP-PL.
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1. Introduction

The increased generation of data from many sources has resulted in an exponential

increase in the volume of generated data (increasing to the Petabyte scale). Globally,

the reported rate of data increase has been put to 40 zeta byte per year and has been

predicted by the International Data Corporation (IDC) to increase to more than

40 ZB by the year 2020 [16, 26]. Figure 1 presents the comparative increase in digital

data over time (measured in years).
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Figure 1. Global generation of digital data

In computer science, Data Mining (DM) is the process of using computational

knowledge to analyze a huge set of data to discover the hidden trend or pattern in

a dataset [27] that might not be noticed in the unprocessed data. The high level of

complexity and volume of the available data have made DM and knowledge extraction

necessary tasks during data processing [3]. The number of attributes or features of

a dataset is referred to its dimensionality. For instance, attributes of medical data

could include blood pressure, cholesterol level, weight, etc. A dataset with more than

100 attributes is said to be a high dimensional dataset, as the number of attributes

in a high dimensional dataset is usually more than the sample sizes [17]. Such a huge

volume of attributes makes the computation of high dimensional datasets extremely

difficult. The generation of high dimensional data occurs at a faster rate from various

sources, such as geological data, social networks, healthcare data, government agen-

cies, ecological data, etc. This view is strengthened by evidence provided in a survey

in the libSVM database from the 1990s where the maximum data dimensionality was

reported to be around 62,000. However, this skyrocketed to 16 million over the first

10 years of this century. Currently, data dimensionality has reached almost 29 mil-

lion [26], and operations on such big data using the existing learning algorithms do

not proceed well and have become a challenge towards high dimensional data analysis.

Being that training algorithms strive to use all of the features in high dimensional

data, their performance is often affected. Hence, the use of such learning frameworks
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on such datasets requires a reduction in the dimensionality of the big data. Dimen-

sionality reduction involves the removal of redundant or “extra” information from

a dataset to retain only the relevant data. This process increases the accuracy of data

classification and significantly reduces the algorithmic computational cost. Conven-

tional algorithms usually encounter high computational complexity in terms of time

and space when handling high dimensional data. Thus, solving such computational

problems using CPU-based frameworks is not ideal, as they are becoming inadequate

with the growing of data and dimensionality. Achieving the desired outcome for such

problems that involve high data dimensionality requires the integration of several core

architectures, such as high-performance parallel computing techniques that will size-

up to the computational requirements of learning frameworks.

During data dimensionality reduction, some features may be discarded, while

weights may be assigned to the remaining ones; new features may also be defined,

such as smaller feature sets whose values amount to the linear combinations of the

values of the original features. Previous works have addressed the issue of acceler-

ating Dimensionality Reduction (DR) algorithms such that they can explore large

datasets within a short amount of time. However, such acceleration can be in the

form of complexity reduction on the part of the algorithm itself. A standout example

of this acceleration is that of the mRMR method [20], which, despite its wide accep-

tance, is still prone to the issue of high complexity when faced with a high number

of features. To reduce runtime, a greedy variation called fastmRMR was recently

suggested for checking the redundancy of only the selected features rather than that

of the whole dataset. Another greedy approach is the simplification of the calculated

score metric for each feature [21]. Feature reduction has reportedly been achieved us-

ing several approaches and memetic frameworks [30] or PSO [9, 23]. Meanwhile, the

HPC hardware resources can be exploited to facilitate applications without the need

for reducing the general algorithmic computational requirements. For example, the

WEKA toolkit [12] consists of multithreaded support for some DR frameworks that

ensures the exploitation of the numerous cores available in the existing processors.

This work presents a novel DR parallelization method called fast HP-PL, which

is accelerated DR by exploiting the hardware resources of the current distributed-

memory systems. The system is implemented based on a hybrid approach that utilizes

Spark to work on different networked nodes; it also exploits several cores within the

same node using multiple slaves. Being that the Principle Component Analysis(PCA)

method does not need labels, it can be useful in finding a subspace with basis vectors

that correspond to the maximum-variance directions in the original space. As a similar

method to PCA and Linear Discriminant Analysis(LDA) creates linear surfaces to

distinct groups without increasing variance. It finds underlying space vectors that

must be class-specific. LDA also produces the major mean variations between the

desired classes; it generates a linear combination when specific features are available

to a specific subject. Samples from multiple classes can have two defined parameters;

the first parameter is an intra-class scatter matrix, while the second parameter is

an inter-class scatter matrix. The reduction of the intra-class distance measure and
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maximization of the inter-class measure are the objective function. The proposed

HP-PL achieves hybrid DR by combining PCA and LDA algorithms on a Spark

architecture. The aim is to find a mapping from the initially high-dimensional space

to a low-dimensional space where the most relevant features are retained. The feature

vectors dimension was reduced in this study to improve the classification speed and

minimize the level of confusion.

The remaining part of this article is presented in the following manner: works

related to this study are reviewed in Section 2, while Section 3 provides the rele-

vance of the problem. In Section 4, the development of the process for the parallel

implementation of the algorithm on Spark is presented, while Section 5 presents the

demonstration of the DR methods. In Section 6, the suggested methodology is de-

scribed, while the experimental setup is presented in Section 7. The datasets used

in this study are detailed in Section 8, while Section 9 presents and discusses the

achieved results. The conclusion and recommendations for future study are presented

in Section 10.

2. Related work

During data mining, DR is performed as a data pre-processing step, using differ-

ent techniques based on the data complexity and process requirements. Dimension

reduction for classification tasks is done in a manner that will improve algorithmic

computational efficiency while ensuring classification accuracy. Several DR techniques

have been proposed and developed in previous studies; these DR techniques can be

classified based on the classification approach into different categories mentioned in

the first section of this paper. A review of the existing literature on the parallel

implementation of different DR algorithms was conducted as follows:

A fast-mRMR-MPI was presented by Gonzalez et al. [11] as a new hybrid parallel

implementation that combines MPI and OpenMP to facilitate FS on shared-memory

clusters. The proposed scheme was evaluated experimentally on different scenar-

ios and proven to be effective in selecting the same features as the initial version

(fast-mRMR) but at a lower computational time. Although the level of improvement

is a function of the data characteristics (more favorable in datasets with the numbers

of features higher than samples), the performance of the proposed fast-mRMR-MPI

was efficient in all of the evaluated numbers of nodes for the studied datasets. A study

by Hyunsoo et al. [13] suggested numerous multi-class schemes that are based on the

GLDA algorithms. These schemes exploited the advantage of the DR transformation

matrix without the need for parameter optimization or more training. The study

introduced a marginal LDC, a Bayesian LDC, and a 1-D BLDC for multi-class classi-

fication. New algorithms for improving the convergence speed of the incremental LDA

algorithm were proposed by Chatterjee and Roychowdhury. They derived the pro-

jected algorithm via the use of the steepest descent and conjugate direction methods

to optimize the step size in each iteration.
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An approach in which a feature reduction algorithm is used to remove redun-

dant features from a dataset before applying a supervised data mining technique was

presented by Priyanka et al. [7]. The implementation of the proposed system was

done using Spark on a UNSW-NB15 network dataset for the accurate, fast, and ef-

ficient detection of network intrusion in the Netflow records. This study employed

two feature reduction frameworks (LDA and Canonical Correlation Analysis [CCA])

and seven common classifiers. Ayyad and Khalid [5] suggested a novel combination

of two projection-based FR frameworks in the DWT domain. The hybridized algo-

rithms are RW-LDA and SVD using the left and right singular vectors. PaMPa-HD

was introduced by Daniele et al. [4] as a MapReduce-based frequent closed itemset

mining algorithm for DR. It was suggested as a solution for data mining process

parallelization and speeding up.

Furthermore, different techniques have been suggested for the easy configuration

of the algorithmic parameters. For instance, Zoang [28] suggested a method for re-

ducing the dimensionality in a high-dimensional time-series dataset, which is simpler

when compared to the existing DFT- and DCT-based methods. As DR preserves pla-

nar geometric blocks, it can be applied in image processing and computer graphics.

Nitika and Kriti [24] developed a new DR method using PCA and Feature Ranking.

The performance of the proposed method relating to DR was evaluated on a breast

cancer dataset. From the results, the proposed method effectively achieved DR with-

out any effect on the classification cost and accuracy. Zebin et al. [29] presented DR

techniques for cloud computing environments that are efficient in both data storage

and data preprocessing.

The study also presented a parallel and distributed implementation of the PCA

technique for hyperspectral DR in cloud computing environments. These ensured the

applicability of the conventional PCA algorithm for parallel and distributed comput-

ing through an optimization process before implementing it on a real cloud computing

environment. Muhammad et al. [26] analyzed LDA- and PCA-based FS algorithms

using data sourced from two types of gas sensors (an in-house fabricated 4×4 tin-

oxide gas array sensor and seven commercial Figaro sensors). The performance of

both approaches was evaluated using a decision tree-based classifier, while the imple-

mentation of the software was done in MATLAB. The implementation of the hardware

was done on the Zynq system-on-chip (SoC) platform.

A Parallel Random Forest (PRF) algorithm was presented by Jianguo et al. [6]

for big data on the Apache Spark platform. The optimization of the PRF algorithm

was based on a hybrid combination of data-parallel and task-parallel optimization.

A vertical data-partitioning method was performed during the data-parallel optimiza-

tion to minimize the cost of the data communication. Alaa and Hasan [8] developed

two face-recognition schemes; one scheme (called PCA-NN) was based on PCA and

FFNN, while the second scheme (called LDA-NN) was based on LDA and FFNN.

Both systems involve two phases – a PCA or LDA pre-processing phase, and an

NN classification phase. Tayde and Patil [27] strived to present a solution to the DR
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problem using a Hadoop and Spark distributed framework. The study utilized Feature

Selection (FS), pattern matching, and SVM-based classification in Hadoop and Spark.

3. Significance of problem

The existing classifiers cannot efficiently handle the high dimensionality associated

with today’s real-world data [25, 26]. Hence, many data analyzers require a pre-

processing step called feature reduction, which is considered to be an important

data preparation step that facilitates the accurate and efficient extraction of valuable

knowledge from high dimensional data. Assume Q and L to represent the number of

features and number of samples, respectively.

At a fixed Q, a larger L will imply more constraints; the ensuing correct hypoth-

esis is presumed more reliable. However, at a fixed L, the impact of a reduced Q will

be similar to that of a significant increase in the number of instances. Theoretically,

DR will exponentially reduce the hypothesis space. Assume four binary (i.e., 0 1)

features N1, N2, N3, N4, and class C (maybe negative or positive). If there are four

instances in the training data (i.e., L = 4), only one-fourth of all the possible number

of instances 24 = 16, and the hypothesis space will have a size of (22)4 = 65; 536.

However, there are only two relevant features to the target concept; the hypothesis

space will have a size of (22)2 = 16, implying that the hypothesis space has been

exponentially reduced.

Having been left with only two features, learning can be perfected using the only

four available instances if no instance is repeated in the reduced training dataset. The

complexity of the model built with two features will also be less than a model built

with four features. Thus, the hypothesis space can be effectively reduced via feature

selection; the number of training instances can also be virtually increased, making

the creation of a perfect compact model possible.

4. Spark

Spark was developed to support iterative algorithms that are not well supported by

MapReduce [14]. This includes most of the iterative ML frameworks (such as k-

means). Even though these applications are supported by Spark, it still maintains

the fault tolerance of MapReduce. The Spark engine [14] can be executed in several

environments (such as Mesos clusters or Hadoop) and has been applied in query

processing (SQL), advanced analytics, and large data streaming in different data

stores. The performance of Spark is 10× higher than that of Hadoop in iterative ML

workloads. Regarding the system architecture (Fig. 2), the workflow is controlled by

a Spark master node, while the Spark worker nodes execute the job submitted to the

Spark master node. Spark is mainly based on the resilient distributed data set (RDD)

concept, which represents a set of objects (read-only) distributed across machines. An

RDD may be cached in memory across machines and could be reutilized in several

MapReduce-like parallel operations. Fault tolerance can be achieved by rebuilding
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from the other RDDs at the expense of data partitioning. Spark is built with a set of

more than 80 high-level built-in operators.

Figure 2. Spark Architecture

5. Dimensionality reduction

This is a Big Data (BD) era with thousands of observations and variables that need to

be analyzed [6, 19] to identify the vital patterns and extract important information for

business/profit-making as well as for making informed decisions or even conducting

some basic research. Often, there are several variables (hundreds to tens of thousands)

in a sample, and the major task during Feature Extraction (FE) and Feature Selection

(FS) is to minimize the data dimensionality as much as possible while ensuring that

no important information need is lost for the task at hand.

5.1. Principle Component Analysis (PCA)

PCA is one of the feature extraction techniques for extracting important features

(called components) from a large set of the dataset [1, 18]. With the PCA techniques,

a set-off element in the low dimensional dataset is extricated from a high-dimensional

dataset in a bid to get the maximum of information. PCA turns out to be more

important with fewer factors and more valuable when handling three or more dimen-

sional datasets. This is usually done on a symmetric correlation or covariance matrix.

For instance, assume M to be a matrix whose rows are the point in space; then, the

MTM and eigenpairs of that point can be computed. E is the matrix whose columns

(as the eigenvectors) are arranged in a way that makes the largest eigenvalue come

first. Consider Matrix L to have MTM eigenvalues along the diagonal in a manner

that presents the largest value firsts and the 0’s in the other entries; then, even though
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MTMe = λe = eλ for each eigenvector e and its corresponding eigenvalue λ, it is

assumed that:

MTM = EL (1)

Observably, ME represents the points of M that are transformed into another

coordinate space where the first axis corresponds to the largest eigenvalue.

5.2. Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA)

LDA is an important linear feature extraction method [5, 8] that aims to find a set of

the most discriminant projective vectors for mapping HD samples onto an LD space.

All of the samples in the projective feature space will have the maximum inter-class

scatter and minimum intra-class scatter, while the remaining test samples from the

other classes will be easy to classify.

LDA [22] linearly combines classes with maximum inter-class mean differences.

The aim of LDA is to solve optimal discrimination projection matrix Wopt:

Wopt = argwmax =
|WT sbW |
|WT swW |

(2)

or

Wopt = argwmax =
|WT sbW |
|WT stW |

(3)

where Sb, Sw, and St are the scatter matrixes:

Sb =

j∑
i=1

ni(µi − µ)(µi − µ)T (4)

Sw =
∑
i

ni(xi − µk1)(xi − µk1)T (5)

where
Sb – inter-class scatter matrix,

Sw – intra-class scatter matrix,

St – total scatter matrix, St = Sb + Sw,

µi – mean feature vector of class i,

ni – number of samples in class i.

J – overall number of samples in complete dataset,

xi – sample’s feature vector,

µk1 – vector of class to which xi belongs.

6. Proposed HP-PL approach

This paper suggests a new approach for big data processing. This section focused on

the methodology of the proposed new method, focusing on the combination of two

appearance-based methods (PCA and LDA) for data reduction. One of the major
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advancements in ML in the past decade is the ensemble method. This method achieves

a more suitable pre-processing step in order to build a highly accurate classifier or find

an efficient dataset. This is achieved by combining several moderate DR methods.

The PCA and LDA methods are two successful methods for the construction of an

ensemble pre-processing step. In this study, both techniques were used to reduce the

effect of overfitting in single data reduction. The ensemble PCA and LDA were used

to improve the pre-processing-based big data classification. Owing to the large size

of big datasets, the processing, feature vector extraction, and data classification will

require a great deal of time using one machine. Thus, this problem was overcome

by using Hadoop and Spark (distributed frameworks) in the proposed model. The

proposed system is presented as a block diagram in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Proposed architecture for HP-PL

It consists of the following steps:

• Storage of dataset in HDFS.

• Discretize data (0–127).

• Normalization of these dissimilarity distance vectors.

• Convert dataset into vector dense (Scala Programming) to be suitable for paral-

lelizing implementation.

• Partitioning dataset into N blocks according to number of slaves in Spark cluster.

• Spark engine (MLIib) consuming data as Resilient Distributed Dataset RDD.
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• Apply PCA, LDA on loaded RDD dataset (user-selected number of components)

output of ensemble reduction method will be set of eigenvectors (also called as

Components) P from PCA, and L from LDA.

• Aggregate the parts of obtained dataset.

• New dataset.

• Apply classifier to validate approach.

• Evaluation.

• Prediction.

The preprocessing step of the proposed method is as follows:

i. HDFS is used in the Hadoop applications as the primary system for data storage,

which utilizes a NameNode and DataNode framework to launch a distributed file

system; this ensures data access across highly scalable Hadoop clusters. HDFS

encourages rapid data transfer between compute nodes. It receives data, then

fractionates the data information into separate blocks before distributing them

to various cluster nodes to enable highly efficient parallel processing.

ii. Numerical data discretization is an important data pre-processing method for

data mining and knowledge discovery. This is considered to be a data reduction

mechanism that owes to its ability to reduce data from a large numerical value

domain to a subset of categorical values. Data discretization is done using several

algorithms on the Apache Spark platform; it improves the learning speed and

accuracy of the learning methods.

iii. Owing to the heterogeneous nature of the dissimilarity distance scores output

from the different recognition methods, these scores need to be transformed via

score normalization into a single domain before they are combined. This work

mapped the distance vector to the [0, 1] range using either MIN-MAX or log 2

normalization techniques. The end-points of the range of the distance is specified

by quantities Dmax andDmin, and Dn is given by:

Dn =
D −Dmin

Dmax −Dmin
(6)

where Dmin = min(d1, d2, . . . . . . dm) and Dmax = max(d1, d2, . . . . . . dm).

iv. Both the integer-typed and 0-based indices as well as the double-typed values

of a local vector are stored on a single machine. However, MLlib supports both

dense and sparse local vectors. A dense vector is supported by a double array

that represents its entry values; for a sparse vector, this is supported by indices

and values (two parallel arrays). For instance, the dense and sparse formats of

vector (1.0, 0.0, 3.0) can be represented as [1.0, 0.0, 3.0] and (3, [0, 2], [1.0, 3.0]),

respectively; where 3 represents the vector size.

Apache Spark installation on a multi-node cluster needs multiple nodes; for this, we

can use multiple machines. The master computer (which includes the main process)

manages all views and reads each part of the big file and sends it to the specific
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slave process that will be received and processed by HP-PL. Figure 4 illustrates the

proposed architecture for HP-PL in preprocessing and manipulating big data.
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Figure 4. Proposed architecture for HP-PL

7. Experimental design and analysis

The experimental clusters consist of one master and three slaves. For the Hadoop-

-based version, the serial version was written in Java, while that of Spark was written

in Scala. Table 1 shows the deployment of the nodes in the cluster.

Table 1
Deployment of cluster nodes

Node CPU Memory Network
JVM

version

Hadoop

version

Scala

version

Spark

version

Master Core 8 16 GB 1 GB/s 1.7.0 1.2.1 2.10.4 1.6.0

Slave 1-3 Core 8 16 GB 1 GB/s 1.7.0 1.2.1 2.10.4 1.6.0

8. Data set description

A dataset with both normal and attack behaviors is required for the performance

evaluation of the proposed scheme. Several studies have been done using older bench-

mark data sets, which do not offer realistic output performance. The dataset from

UCI KDD is a labeled comma-separated file. With the help of Spark context, the

file was converted into an RDD (Resilient Distributed Dataset), which is the data

type in the memory for computation. The dataset used in our experiment to access
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the classifier for network intrusion detection is the KDDCup’99 dataset [17], which

was developed by MIT at Lincoln’s laboratory. The description of the KDDCup’99

dataset is presented in Tables 2 and 3.

Table 2
KDD attack description

Class Training size [%] Test size [%]

Normal 972,781 19.850 60,593 19.480

DOS 3,883,390 79.270 231,455 74.410

Probe 41,102 00.830 4,166 01.330

U2R 52 00.0010 245 00.070

R2L 1,106 00.020 14,57 04.680

Total 4,898,431 100.0 311,029 100.0

Table 3
Statistics of redundant records in the KDD train set

Original record Distinct record Reduction rate [%]

Attacks 3,925,650 262,178 93.320

Normal 972,781 812,814 16.440

Total 4,898,431 1,074,992 78.050

Another dataset used in this study is the CICIDS 2017 dataset (see Table 4),

which consists of 5 days of network activity data with 225,745 packages and > 80

data features; the data was collected over 7 days of monitored network activity. The

attack simulation in the dataset is partitioned into seven attack classes (comprised of

Brute Force, Botnet, Heart Bleed, DoS, Web, DDoS, and Infiltration attacks).

Table 4
Overall characteristics of CICIDS2017 dataset

Dataset Name CICIDS2017

Dataset type Multi-class and binary class

Year of release 2017

Total number of distinct instances 3,000,000

Number of features 79

Number of distinct classes 2

9. Results and discussion

This section presents the evaluation of the experiments. The novel HP-PL approach

was evaluated on several available datasets on the ML repository of UCI. Spark was

used on a Yarn cluster that consists of three nodes. The cluster is armed with

Spark 1.6.0 and Hadoop 1.2.1, and each node has an Intel® CORE8 CPU HQ pro-

cessor and 16G RAM. Table 5 presents the datasets employed in the experiments.
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Table 5
Datasets info

Dataset

Info

#samples #features #classes source

KDD99 4,000,000 42 23 UCI

CICIDS2017 3,000,000 79 2 Canadian Institute

for Cybersecurity

To further prove the classification performance of HP-PL, it was evaluated on

a subset of the above datasets, which are standard datasets for testing and evaluating

state-of-the-art ML algorithms.

This section presents the results of the experiments on the proposed HP-PL. The

comparison was based on three different classifiers (Random Forest, Näıve Bayes, and

Hoffeding Tree). Our approach was tested by one of the recent types of datasets called

CICIDS2017 (see Table 6).
Table 6

The CICIDS dataset statistics

Statistic type Ratio [%]

Kappa statistic 0.9708

Mean absolute error 0.0133

Root mean squared error 0.0794

Relative absolute error 5.3155

Root relative squared error 22.4504

CICIDS is considered to be a large volume of data with high dimensions. Each

type of classifier was tested on 4 samples (12 comparisons). The samples are all

features of CICIDS2017, 4-component PCA, 4-component LDA, and our proposed

approach. The comparison of each sample was based on a set of statistical methods

such as accuracy, TPR, FPR, Precision, Recall, F-measure, the Matthews correla-

tion coefficient, MCC, the receiver operating characteristics curve (ROC Curve), and

the precision-recall curve (PRC). Table 7 shows that the proposed method produced

results as good as those using PCA and LDA for different classifiers.

Table 7
Performance evaluation and results based on cross-validation statistics

RandomForest

All features of CICIDS2017

Accuracy TPR FPR Prec. Rec. F-M MCC
ROC

Area

PRC

Area
C

99.8356

0.999 0.005 0.999 0.999 0.999 0.993 1.000 1.000 0

0.995 0.001 0.994 0.995 0.994 0.993 1.000 0.999 1

Weighted

Average
0.998 0.004 0.998 0.998 0.998 0.993 1.000 1.000 –
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Table 7 (cont.)

PCA-4

Accuracy TPR FPR Prec. Rec. F-M MCC
ROC

Area

PRC

Area
C

99.7991

0.999 0.006 0.999 0.999 0.999 0.992 1.000 1.000 0

0.994 0.001 0.993 0.994 0.993 0.992 1.000 0.999 1

Weighted

Average
0.998 0.006 0.998 0.998 0.998 0.992 1.000 1.000 –

LDA-4

Accuracy TPR FPR Prec. Rec. F-M MCC
ROC

Area

PRC

Area
C

99.8196

0.999 0.005 0.999 0.999 0.999 0.993 1.000 1.000 0

0.995 0.001 0.993 0.995 0.994 0.993 1.000 0.999 1

Weighted

Average
0.998 0.005 0.998 0.998 0.998 0.993 1.000 1.000 –

HP-PL

Accuracy TPR FPR Prec. Rec. F-M MCC
ROC

Area

PRC

Area
C

99.824

0.999 0.005 0.999 0.999 0.999 0.993 1.000 1.000 0

0.995 0.001 0.993 0.995 0.994 0.993 1.000 0.999 1

Weighted

Average
0.998 0.004 0.998 0.998 0.998 0.993 1.000 1.000 –

NäıveBayes

All features of CICIDS2017

Accuracy TPR FPR Prec. Rec. F-M MCC
ROC

Area

PRC

Area
C

81.3604

0.783 0.008 0.998 0.783 0.878 0.583 0.964 0.994 0

0.992 0.217 0.440 0.992 0.609 0.583 0.964 0.795 1

Weighted

Average
0.814 0.039 0.916 0.814 0.838 0.583 0.964 0.965 –

PCA-4

Accuracy TPR FPR Prec. Rec. F-M MCC
ROC

Area

PRC

Area
C

14.6707

0.000 0.000 1.000 0.000 0.000 0.002 0.500 0.853 0

1.000 1.000 0.147 1.000 0.256 0.002 0.500 0.147 1

Weighted

Average
0.147 0.147 0.875 0.147 0.038 0.002 0.500 0.750 –
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Table 7 (cont.)

LDA-4

Accuracy TPR FPR Prec. Rec. F-M MCC
ROC

Area

PRC

Area
C

86.0227

0.988 0.882 0.867 0.988 0.923 0.228 0.616 0.920 0

0.118 0.012 0.624 0.118 0.199 0.228 0.616 0.241 1

Weighted

Average
0.860 0.754 0.831 0.860 0.817 0.228 0.616 0.820 –

HP-PL

Accuracy TPR FPR Prec. Rec. F-M MCC
ROC

Area

PRC

Area
C

48.024

0.391 0.002 0.999 0.391 0.562 0.292 0.575 0.910 0

0.998 0.609 0.220 0.998 0.360 0.292 0.575 0.216 1

Weighted

Average
0.480 0.091 0.885 0.480 0.533 0.292 0.575 0.808 –

HoeffdingTree

All features of CICIDS2017

Accuracy TPR FPR Prec. Rec. F-M MCC
ROC

Area

PRC

Area
C

95.4853

0.967 0.115 0.980 0.967 0.973 0.826 0.988 0.998 0

0.885 0.033 0.821 0.885 0.852 0.826 0.988 0.924 1

Weighted

Average
0.955 0.103 0.957 0.955 0.956 0.826 0.988 0.987 –

PCA-4

Accuracy TPR FPR Prec. Rec. F-M MCC
ROC

Area

PRC

Area
C

95.4853

0.967 0.115 0.980 0.967 0.973 0.826 0.988 0.998 0

0.885 0.033 0.821 0.885 0.852 0.826 0.988 0.924 1

Weighted

Average
0.955 0.103 0.957 0.955 0.956 0.826 0.988 0.987 –

LDA-4

Accuracy TPR FPR Prec. Rec. F-M MCC
ROC

Area

PRC

Area
C

97.2453

0.977 0.053 0.991 0.977 0.984 0.895 0.895 0.999 0

0.947 0.023 0.875 0.947 0.910 0.895 0.894 0.958 1

Weighted

Average
0.972 0.048 0.974 0.972 0.973 0.895 0.895 0.993 –
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Table 7 (cont.)

HP-PL

Accuracy TPR FPR Prec. Rec. F-M MCC
ROC

Area

PRC

Area
C

99.272

0.996 0.029 0.995 0.996 0.996 0.971 0.999 1.000 0

0.971 0.004 0.979 0.971 0.975 0.971 0.999 0.993 1

Weighted

Average
0.993 0.025 0.993 0.993 0.993 0.971 0.999 0.999 –

10. Conclusion and future work

Dimensionality reduction is one data mining method that has nowadays become

a common and important step in ML due to the continuous increase in the gen-

eration of a dataset from different fields. This paper proposed fast HP-PL as a new

parallel tool for facilitating DR and improving big data classification accuracy by

leveraging the computational capabilities of distributed-memory clusters. The hybrid

HP-PL proposed in this study was executed on Apache Spark.

From the experimental evaluation, fast HP-PL was found to select the best

features using the lowest computational time when compared to the other bench-

mark frameworks. Although the level of improvement depends on the features of

the dataset, the proposed fast HP-PL performed well on the number of nodes eval-

uated for the tested datasets. The proposed tool in this study can be accessed at

https://github.com/ahmed/Fast-HP-PL. Our future work will focus on the flexibil-

ity of the fast HP-PL to enable it to accept more input data formats; we will also focus

on the development of parallel versions of other algorithms for feature reduction.

The applications of the proposed algorithms include online applications where the

complete dataset is not available but rather presented as a stream provision of effi-

cient DR for applications for high dimensionality applications (such as bioinformatics,

medical, weather forecast, biometrics, financial, text categorization, etc).
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